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April 25, 2013

top headlines
Mythological inspiration 
Surgeon Susan Clare is pursuing
 research inspired by Greek
 mythology to vanquish breast
 cancer metastasized to the brain.

Researchers get movin' 
Researchers got active for a cause
 at the Coach's Huddle Basketball
 Tournament and Relay for Life of
 IUPUI.

Life sciences conference 
The next Indiana Life Sciences
 Collaboration Conference Series
 will focus on public-private
 partnerships.

editor’s picks
Grants

Grants and awards 
Christie M. Orschell, Ph.D., is
 among the faculty members to
 receive a new or competing
 research award in March.

News to Use

Assistant dean position 
IU School of Medicine seeks an
 assistant dean for academic
 advising and career mentoring.

Opportunities

Research coordinator training 

features of the week

story

CHUCKSTRONG Tailgate Gala

Indianapolis Colts and IU School of Medicine
 reseachers and physicians came together
 for the CHUCKSTRONG Tailgate Gala April
 19 to raise funds for research at the IU
 Simon Cancer Center. The celebration at
 the Colts complex pushed the campaign's
 total to more than $1.1 million.

podcast

'Sound Medicine'
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The Research Coordinator
 Education program will offer Level 3
 research coordinator training on a
 biannual basis.

Kudos

Cochrane editor 
David Haas, M.D., has been
 promoted to the position of editor at
 the Cochrane Collaboration's
 Pregnancy and Childbirth Group.

faculty & staff spotlight
Summit for Someone 
Anesthesiologist Brandon Kibby,
 D.O., will climb the highest peak in
 the Western Hemisphere in
 November.

student spotlight
Stethoscope Ceremony 
Students at the Moi University
 School of Medicine begin their
 clinical experience with a special
 rite of passage.

On this week's show, IU health policy expert
 Aaron Carroll, M.D., discusses the national
 impact of health insurance exchanges under
 the Affordable Care Act. Other topics
 include a closer look at the Family and
 Medical Leave Act and the role of
 Consumer Reports on health care
 decisions.

events & lectures

Indiana CTSI-Kelley School
 Presentations 
04-26-2013

Grand Rounds Lecture: Former
 Chief Medical Officer for Homeland
 Security
05-01-2013

Biostatistics Short Course 
05-14-2013

IU School of Medicine Calendar

IUSM Newsroom
News and headlines from Indiana University
 School of Medicine.
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